
social networks. If social
media had more visible in-
formation and easier ways to
participate, perhaps more
patients would engage more
frequently, the report sug-
gests.

The Epsilon study also
found that among Internet
users, product/health Web-
sites are as important as
healthcare provider interac-
tions when it comes to gain-
ing relevant health informa-
tion. Third-party health-
related sites were cited as
the most important destina-
tions for both social and ed-
itorial content, despite vary-
ing levels of credibility. 

Many respondents also
expressed mixed feelings
about how pharmaceutical
companies should partici-

pate in Websites and social media, though
most say they are open to some level of par-
ticipation as long as it is transparently dis-
closed.

“The important question is how can phar-
maceutical companies get involved in the di-
alogue without disrupting the conversations
taking place?” Mr. Miller observes. “One
way is by joining forces with nonprofit or-
ganizations, regulators, and other third par-
ties. We are finding that consumers are open
to this type of participation as long as it is
clearly disclosed and provides impartial vali-
dation of information posted by other users.” 

Jeanne Barnett, president of
Medrise.com, and founder/moderator of cys-
ticfibrosis.com, says while many pharmaceu-
tical companies have been involved in social
health communities indirectly, many are
now developing robots to listen in on e-pa-

— and social media plays an
increasingly crucial role in
this process. 

According to a survey
conducted last spring by Ep-
silon and eRewards, 40% of
online consumers engage
with social media on health
sites either by reading or
posting content, though fre-
quency of engagement varies
widely. 

The Epsilon report, A Pre-
scription for Customer En-
gagement: An Inside Look at
Social Media and the Pharma-
ceutical Industry, observes
that consumers use healthcare
social media for support and a
sense of intimacy from people
going through a similar ex-
perience, as well as founda-
tional information about
their specific conditions and
symptoms, information about drugs and
supplements, and the latest health news.

“Our research shows that social media is a
valuable forum for patients to discuss their
health issues and concerns while connecting
with others facing similar circumstances,”
says Mark Miller, senior VP, Epsilon Strate-
gic & Analytic Consulting Group. “This par-
ticipation provides reassurance and intimacy,
and many of the individuals who are highly
engaged in social media feel better equipped
to manage their health.”

However, not everyone is comfortable
opening up online and using social media to
discuss their condition. Most nonengaged in-
dividuals surveyed for the Epsilon study said
they didn’t trust information received via so-
cial media, preferring their doctor’s advice
over that of an online peer. Lack of time was
another reason cited for not participating in

n the 2010 edition of its Cyberciti-
zen Health U.S. study, Manhattan
Research identified a population of
99 million U.S. adults as being “e-
empowered” consumers, having

completed at least one of the following actions
as a result of the information or tools they
found online:

» Challenged their doctor’s treatment or di-
agnosis

» Asked their doctor to change their
 treatment

»Discussed information found online at a
doctor’s appointment

»Used the Internet instead of going to the
doctor

»Made a healthcare decision because of on-
line information

“We’ve known for years that the Internet
was empowering consumers to play a more ac-
tive role in their healthcare, but this study
quantifies how that is happening both in and
out of the physician’s office,” says Meredith
Ressi, VP of research at Manhattan Research.
“Ten years ago when we first conducted this
study, medicine was primarily physician-cen-
tric, with the doctor acting as the primary
health information source used by most con-
sumers. Today, when consumers do go to the
doctor, they are able to have more informed
conversations about their care, thanks to the
availability of online information.”

Making Social Connections
Tom Ferguson, M.D., founder of e-pa-

tients.net before his death from cancer in
2006, described e-patients as individuals who
are equipped, enabled, empowered, and en-
gaged in their health and healthcare decisions

Carolyn Gretton

ENGAGING THE 
EMPOWEREDE-PATIENT

e-Patients

The growing consumer use and exchange of online health information is changing the
 balance of power in the patient-physician relationship by enabling the consumer to take 
a more active and informed role in making decisions about their healthcare.

I To view an interview with

Manny Hernandez, President

of the Diabetes Hands

 Foundation, explain how en-

couraging healthy behavior

can be fun by leveraging gam-

ing and social media, go to:

www.pixelsandpills.com/2010/

10/01/manny-hernandez-dia-

betes-hands-foundation-talks-

health-seeker/

<http://www.pixelsandpills.co

m/2010/10/01/manny-her-

nandez-diabetes-hands-foun-

dation-talks-health-seeker/> 

The video was shot by Pixels

and Pills.
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sign, review, and create the buzz for these
new products. 

Games Patients Play
Pharma-sponsored video games have come

a long way since Novo Nordisk’s Captain No-
volin for Super Nintendo first hit the shelves
in 1992. Given the growing popularity of on-
line gaming via Facebook and other Web net-
works, pharma companies are adopting the
format as an entertaining and engaging for-
mat for delivering health information to pa-
tients. 

One recent example is HealthSeeker, a
Facebook game aimed at helping users man-
age their diabetes by combining a supportive
social network with important information on
living with the disease. HealthSeeker encour-
ages players to enlist Facebook friends as
sources of inspiration and ongoing encourage-
ment in improving their understanding and
management of diabetes. The game, available
in English and Spanish, was developed by the
Diabetes Hands Foundation, in collaboration
with the Joslin Diabetes Center and Joslin
Latino Diabetes Initiative, with support pro-
vided by Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuti-
cals.

“Boehringer Ingelheim, at least in Health-
Seeker, does not — and cannot, per our  agree-
ment with them since we are a nonprofit —
use the game as a marketing vehicle,” says
Manny Hernandez, president of the Diabetes
Hands Foundation. “The company views it as
a patient advocacy vehicle: a way to enable the
development of patient resources to improve
the lives of people whom they may or may not
serve, but they are nevertheless positively im-
pacting lives by financially supporting this ef-
fort.”

Other companies employing gaming as
part of their product campaigns include Bayer
and Sanofi-Aventis. The Didget blood glucose
monitoring system from Bayer Diabetes Care
includes a Nintendo DS and DS Lite handheld
gaming component that rewards children
with diabetes for building consistent testing
habits and meeting personalized blood glu-
cose target ranges. Sanofi-Aventis’s Ambien
CR product page includes an online game
called “Silence Your Rooster,” in which the
player throws pillows at roosters to keep them
from crowing and waking the patient, pur-
portedly to illustrate the challenge of living
with insomnia.

Within the cystic fibrosis arena, one artis-
tic member of the community made a set of
emoticons specifically representative of the
treatments and moods associated with a pa-
tient’s day.  

“Now, members can upload the sounds of
their day,” Ms. Barnett says. “These may in- Visit our Web site. Scan the QR  

code with your smart phone. 

Education changes the  
experience of healthcare

908.654.4440   www.healthed.com

At HealthEd, we recognize the value that health 
education brings to the lives of patients. It can help 
them gain confidence, skills, and motivation to 
overcome barriers and reach their goals. The result 
is patients—and clients—achieving better outcomes. 
Call us. We’ll show you how to transform your brand 
through education.

©2010 HealthEd Group, Inc.

tient conversations on third-party websites,
such as cysticfibrosis.com, Facebook, and
other social media outlets. 

“Pharma brand teams, in an indirect way,
can learn what patients are saying about their
products,” she says. “It’s likely those inter-
ceptions produce many ‘ah ha’ moments, ex-
posing reasons for adherence and nonadher-
ence. Information gleaned from their passive
listening may produce new marketing strate-
gies. And now the team composition is ex-
panding to include health opinion leaders
(HOLS) from social health communities.
The collaborative brainstorming leads to the
creation and review of games, apps, surveys,
polls, video, animations, webcasts, forums,
blogs, podcasts, vlogs, etc. for the e-patient
target audiences. All members of the brand
team, including regulatory and legal, ideally,
would be part of this new culture and brand
building process.”

The benefit of HOLs, Ms. Barnett says is
that they may view this as an obvious bene-
fit of being in the community. They can be
called on or will come forward to help de-

VIEWPOINTS
ROI Metrics...
The goal of using health

 education in emerging media re-

mains the same as with

 traditional media, to educate and

eventually change behavior. We

look at a unique set of success

measures, which can be bucketed into four

main groups: exposure, engagement,

 comprehension, and behavior. The first three

measures are good leading indicators, but

the truest measure of success is a change in

behavior that ultimately drives new scripts

and/or adherence to therapy.

JEFF GREENE , Director, Digital Strategy,

HealthEd

Changing the Game...
Social media and other new

media can facilitate meaningful

interactions with patients not

 connected with traditional

 advocacy organizations or who

are otherwise hard to reach,

 creating opportunities for marketing efforts

that add real value to patients and patient

communities by improving the experience or

solving problems for patients and caregivers.

DONNA R CRYER, JD, CEO, CryerHealth
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clude coughing, nebulizing, CPT, vest ma-
chines, and even flatulence. The sound engi-
neers in the community put the sounds to
music…or perhaps the sounds are the music?
The point is that pharmaceutical companies
have the resources and lots of brain power
when it comes to inventions.”

One potential risk in using interactive
gaming to connect patients with pharmaceu-
tical information is that the games can appear
to trivialize the use of medicines intended to
treat serious conditions. In Pfizer’s 2008 on-
line gaming effort, Viva Cruiser, players
guided a motorcycle down a desert highway,
receiving points for “picking up” romantic
gifts that included little blue Viagra pills. The
game riled critics, who accused Pfizer of posi-
tioning the erectile dysfunction treatment as a
lifestyle drug. Pfizer pulled the game after a

couple of weeks without explana-
tion, around the same time the
company received a cease-and-
desist letter from the FDA re-
garding an unrelated online Via-
gra ad that failed to include the
proper warning message.

Despite these early missteps,
Pfizer continues to explore inno-
vative ways to employ new media
tools in its patient outreach ef-
forts. The company recently col-
laborated with the Alzheimer’s
Association on a Website, timeto-
facealz.org, where people are en-
couraged to share photos and sto-
ries related to their personal
experience with Alzheimer’s dis-
ease. The “Time to Face

Alzheimer’s” initiative included a featured
float in the Tournament of Roses parade on
New Year’s Day and showcases the submitted
photos and stories through an interactive Faces
of Alzheimer’s mosaic on the Website.

“Games can help with motivation and en-
gagement,” Ms. Barnett says. “Under certain
circumstances games can also improve ability.
Today’s consumer gaming technology is very
powerful and sophisticated. If it can be used
for training pilots, surely it can be used for
training patients. Sometimes trying to im-
prove behavior via engagement alone is not
sufficient. If something is too difficult, no
amount of ‘fun’ is going to help.”

Mr. Hernandez adds that social media is a
layer on top of the Web that enables two-way
conversations in ways that weren’t possible
before. 

“This means the ‘game’ is changing, be-
cause patients are going to be talking to
pharma whether pharma likes it or not,” he
says. “And some of the things they are
going to say are going to be good and some
not. It’s all part of the conversation: pharma
companies will have to be ready to reply. If
they don’t, in the absence of an answer, peo-
ple will draw their own conclusions. I don’t
think that’s a good position to be in.” PV

e-Patients

Given the growing popularity of online gaming via Facebook
and other Web networks, pharma companies are adopting the
format as an entertaining and engaging format for  delivering
health information to patients. 
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e-Patients: Much More 
Than Targets

Technology has given rise to a new kind of
patient—one who is empowered, educated,
and hungry for information that digital media
can provide. These e-Patients have captured
the imagination of healthcare marketers, who
are poised to spend $1.12 billion in 2011 (per
eMarketer) to reach them. Pharmaceutical
companies use a dizzying variety of tactics—
from gaming, to paid search, to mobile
apps—hoping to engage these consumers. Yet
before launching a single banner ad, savvy
marketers are recognizing the advantage that
comes from first listening to what e-Patients
are saying. 

Real Conversations. 
Rich Insights.

Raw and unfiltered, social media conver-

sations about health topics can be filled with
valuable insights for marketers. Online so-
cial media users may be desperately seeking
to get answers. Others connect to feel vali-
dated, finding and talking with “people like
me.” Many use social media to vent: about
the conditions they’re living with, their care,
and their medicine. All are looking for a
place where they can share, learn, and be-
long.

Given the volume and diversity of conver-
sations, marketers aiming to listen need a
blueprint to make sense of what they hear. For

example, we applied an insight mining
process with three phases to understand what
e-Patients were experiencing in the
Alzheimer’s category. This 3-phase process—
analysis, journey, and educational frame-
work—helped us distill social media conver-
sations and amplify the findings,
implications, and solutions. Our findings on
Alzheimer’s disease uncovered opportunities
and underscored our belief that social listen-
ing can produce positive outcomes for pa-
tients, caregivers, healthcare providers, and
marketers.

CHRIS KELLY, M.ED.
Director, Health Education

JEFF GREENE
Director, Digital Strategy
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e-Patients

Using Social Media to Listen    
BEFORE YOU LEAP

Contributed by



Putting Patients on the Map —
a Process

Thousands of Alzheimer’s-related verba-
tim conversations can be found on message
boards, blogs, and social media sites. It’s our
job as social marketers to tease out emerging
themes and sort them into a knowledge base
according to their frequency and emotional
and educational weight. 

Using this foundation, combined with a
knowledge of Alzheimer’s, it’s possible to cre-
ate a patient journey map (see below) to repre-
sent the most poignant and actionable themes
— key insights — and points at which users
were most likely to encounter them. 

Overall, the results provide a clear, intu-
itive presentation of the barriers, motivators,
and needs facing Alzheimer’s e-Patients and
their caregivers.

The Patient Journey

The patient journey can reflect common
barriers, drivers, emotions, attitudes, behav-
iors, and influencers for patients based on
where they are in the treatment cycle. 

This approach helps to identify the key
points where people can get stuck so that
companies can develop innovative solutions to
provide the right information at the right
time. 

Symptom or Side Effect? 
Recognizing the Difference

“She has been on Brand X for five years but
started with aggression, so we stopped it.”

“He was put on Brand Y last year and im-
proved but now he started complaining he was
tired and didn’t sleep last night.”

“They put her on Brand X, and she is hav-
ing delusions and trouble talking.”

After analyzing the caregiver quotes above,
we wondered how many times treatment is
stopped because of an Alzheimer’s symptom
instead of a treatment side effect. It also led us
to question how patients and caregivers were
supposed to differentiate between the two, as
symptoms and side effects can be quite similar.
This finding uncovers a significant gap in cur-
rent patient education programs and materials,
and one that might not have been revealed
without social media research. 

Using Unique Insights 
to Build Innovative Solutions

A need exists to offer symptom and side ef-
fect content together. Doing so can promote
effective dialogue between patients, care-
givers, and the healthcare team about what to
expect and what to do when symptoms or side
effects occur. In turn, this may increase aware-
ness and understanding of this barrier for pa-

tients and caregivers and help them work
with their healthcare team to make informed
treatment decisions.  

In conclusion, the return on social listening
is hard to ignore: an inexpensive source of raw
and often untapped insights about medicine
and the treatment experience, immediately
available for analysis. In a way, user conversa-
tions are like gems lying just below the surface
— they wait for marketers who recognize, in
their glimmer, a revealing view of educational
gaps. Once these gaps are identified, strategic
solutions can be crafted to meet the unan-
swered needs of patients and engage them
where they are searching for meaningful re-
sponses to managing problems day to day.

To learn more on how social media impacts
the patient experience, visit www.healthed.com/ -
social-media-and-the-patient-journey. 

HealthEd is a specialized agency that uses
education to help people develop the knowl-
edge, skills, motivation, and confidence to
manage important health decisions and ac-
tivities and ultimately achieve better health
outcomes. 
� For more information about HealthEd and

the services offered, visit www.HealthEd.com

or contact Anita St. Clair, chief client

 development officer, at 908-389-2133.
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